Developing
Digital Minds

Technology transforms everything it touches,
and education is no different. The integration
of technology into the classroom is complex,
and when done correctly is hugely rewarding.
The team at Learning Possibilities have become
world leaders in this field and we look forward
to working with you to make your project a
success.

Professor Stephen Heppell
Chairman, Learning Possibilities

Introduction

L

earning Possibilities was founded by Dr Mehool Sanghrajka and Professor
Stephen Heppell, who between them have over 50 years of experience in
educational technology, working with national governments, public
companies and school groups.
Over 10 years, the Company has built five generations of the LP+ platform and
is a global expert in the adoption of technology in the classroom.
Our technology has been used in K-12 schools, colleges and universities by over
one million learners globally. It has won major national and international awards
for its efficacy, which is backed by independent academic research.
Today, we are present in twenty countries and running major projects in the UK,
Europe, Asia, India, Middle East and Africa.
Our technology is the only complete education solution on Microsoft Office365
and we are proud to be Microsoft’s Global Partner in Education.

Governments have long seen the
need to build digital economies
to drive inward investment and a
future ready workforce

Empowering a future ready workforce

T

he class of 2030 will see half the paid work people
do today automated, forcing 375m people to switch
job categories between now and then (Microsoft, 2017).
Changes in the education system are needed to occupy new jobs created by
technology in the future. The fastest growing occupations will require higher level
cognitive skills in areas such as problem solving, critical thinking, creativity,
collaboration and social emotional skills. Personalised learning will have a huge
impact on the ability to fulfil these roles.
Learning collaboration and communication skills using Microsoft technologies
has been often quoted in independent research (IDC, 2016) as the key
requirement for jobs.

“For Microsoft, Hwb+ [LP+ in the UK] represents a global showcase and
an example of how technology can support change in educational practice”.
Larry Nelson, Worldwide Managing Director,
Education Partners, Microsoft Corporation
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T

he LP+365 platform is the only complete learning
solution on Microsoft Office365, helping you build a
future ready workforce by unlocking the power and
resources of Microsoft technologies.

Simple User Dashboards
Access to everyday teaching and learning tools through simple dashboards
and flip tile technology brings relevant data to your fingertips.
Communication & Collaboration Skills
LP+365 tools are packed full of industry-standard communication and
collaboration features to encourage student interaction.
LP+365 Multilingual Feature
Every user has the ability to seamlessly switch between multiple languages
or dialects in various scripts at any time.
Student Centre
Teachers can view and set notifications for learner sentiment and
performance though inbuilt analytics.
Parents
Access to LP+365 data from mobile devices encourages parental
involvement and improves education outcomes.
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Unlocking our digital future

Identity Management
Managing learner identities throughout their education career is critical for
ensuring security. LP+365 is integrated into Microsoft SDS and many other
school administration tools for auto-provisioning.
Assignments
Assessing learner progress through formative and summative assignments is
a key part of any curriculum. Our inbuilt assignment tool allows educators to
select individual learners for differentiated tasks, enabling greater tracking and
monitoring. Reporting is made easy with our export to grade book function.
Exam
LP+ Exam is integrated into our platform for school and ministry of education
exams. It boasts a wide range of question types with auto-marking features,
monitoring and submission capabilities, question randomisation and auto-save
offline funtionality. LP+ Exam delivers results through a full analytics and
reporting package.
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Soar to Success

T

eacher adoption is the key factor for the
successful implementation of any
classroom technology. Our adoption
framework is the UK national standard for
e-maturity in schools and is at the heart of the
LP+365 user experience.

Localisation
A localised approach enhances user engagement and acceptance. We offer branding and
language options together with local content
integration to deliver a bespoke country
solution. Our platform is delivered by
selected partners in each country, who ensure
successful deployment, effective training and
support strategies. The LP+365 platform comes
with a complete, in-built online support centre
to provide real-time assistance.

ACCESSIBILTY
Access is easy. LP+365 works on any device
with a modern browser. This includes desktops
and laptops, as well as tablets and mobiles with
wifi, 3G/4G. We know that internet access is
not always available and currently over 50% of
LP+365 is available offline.

Secure & Scalable
A national project will require hundreds of
thousands, if not millions of students, to be on
a common platform. Our proven technology
manages student identities and data in the
Microsoft Azure cloud no matter the size.
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There is no one-size-fits-all vision.
But whatever the goals, digital tools
and resources can enable and
significantly accelerate
achievement.

LP+365 is used around the world in K-12
schools, colleges and universities.
K-12
LP+365 learning technology supports a variety of
classroom teaching models such as traditional,
blended, flipped, project-based and one-to-one.
Our collaboration and communication tools are
integrated throughout the platform enabling
real-time student interaction for both the class and
small groups.
Further/Vocational Education
The growth in skills-based education reflects the
importance of preparing students for the
workforce. Research shows that over the next 10
years, 50% of todays’ jobs could be automated.
LP+365 helps to develop these digital skills
required for future employment.
Higher Education
For today’s students, technology has become
ubiquitous and an intrinsic part of campus life.
LP+365 provides institutions with enterprise-class
digital tools to deliver effective, high quality
education.
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Contact details
+44 (0) 20 8236 1000
info@lpplus.com
@tweetlpplus
Learning Possibilities Limited,
506 Centennial Park,
Elstree, Herts, WD6 3FG
United Kingdom
www.learningpossibilities.com

LP+365 and ADOPT are trademarks of Learning Possibilities. The LP+ and Learning Possibilities logos are registered trademarks. All rights reserved.

